
 

Status of the Ukrainian nuclear power plants and the nuclear industry 
of Ukraine 

• The NNEGC Energoatom informs that as of May 14, 2022, all four operating nuclear 

power plants in Ukraine continue to generate electricity steadily. Their total current 

capacity provides the necessary amounts of electricity for the needs of the country. 

Radiation, fire and environmental conditions at the industrial sites of nuclear power 

plants and adjacent territories have not changed and are within current standards. 

• Today, May 14, 2022, a working meeting was held between the Minister of Energy 

of Ukraine and the US Chargé d'Affaires of Ukraine with the participation of NNEGC 

Energoatom. Herman Galushchenko, Kristina Quinn and Petro Kotin discuss ways to 

restore nuclear security in Ukraine and the world. 

• The Russian Federation has a great influence in the global nuclear industry, and this 

must be combated by imposing sanctions, - Petro Kotin, head of SE NNEGC 

Energoatom. Nuclear energy brings a lot of money to the Russians - for their nuclear 

fuel, technology, nuclear power plants that they build around the world: in Turkey, 

Vietnam, Bangladesh, Hungary, etc. This is a lot of money and a huge impact on the 

industry. And this is what we need to fight now, to impose sanctions. Petro Kotin 

spoke about this in an interview. Moreover, none of the Russian experts in the nuclear 

industry has made a statement that what is happening in Ukraine is a violation of the 

nuclear, radiation, physical safety of facilities, the seizure of nuclear power plants. 

The Moscow Center of the World Association of Nuclear Power Plant Operators, which 

is de facto responsible for nuclear safety in the entire region, did not say a word 

about safety after the incident. “We moved to the Paris Center, it is territorially closer 

to us, we held negotiations, and all members of this center unanimously accepted 

us. And this decision was confirmed at the WANO General Assembly by its leadership, 

because we cannot stay in Moscow due to the armed aggression of Russia,” added 

the head of Energoatom. 

Regarding the situation at the Zaporizhzhya NPP, the Chornobyl NPP  
and other nuclear facilities of Ukraine  

Current situation on Zaporizhzhya NPP 

• The Zaporizhzhya NPP and Energodar city are occupied by the Russian military units 

since 04 March 2022.  

• According to information received from the Zaporizhzhya NPP management ZNPP 
continues to operate in the power system of Ukraine and produces the current 
capacity of its power units, operational personnel continue monitoring the state of 
power units and ensuring their safe operation in accordance with the requirements 
of the operating procedures. 



 

• The Zaporizhzhya NPP management also informs: 

− the NPP operation is carried out exclusively by Zaporizhzhya NPP personnel, 

constant rotation of personnel is ensured; 

− no changes in the radiological situation at the NPP site, in the control area, 

and in the observation area have been registered. 

• According to information of the SNRIU after the seizure of the Zaporizhzhya NPP by 

Russian troops, representatives of Rosatom, in the presence of the occupying troops, 

informed the management and employees of the ZNPP about their intentions to 

include the Ukrainian NPP in the structure of the Rosatom corporation. Subsequently, 

representatives of Rosatom began to monitor the technological and management 

processes at ZNPP. Representatives of Russia strictly prohibit photo and video 

recording on the territory of ZNPP, there are threats (including the use of weapons) 

against persons who intend to do this. 

Current situation on Chornobyl NPP and in the Exclusion Zone 

• Today, on May 14, the radiation situation at the ChNPP site is without changes. The 

monitored parameters of the equipment are within the boundaries set by the 

technological regulations. Operating personnel continues to ensure nuclear and 

radiation safety. 

Information on the nuclear subcritical installation “Neutron Source” state 

• According to the information received from the operating organization (NRC KIPT), 

as of May 14, 2022, the situation at the Source of Neutrons remains unchanged: 

− the nuclear installation has been transferred into a deep subcritical state 

(“long-term shutdown” mode since 24 February 2022); 

− operational personnel monitor the state of the NSI “Neutron Source”; 

− off-site power supply to the NSI “Neutron Source” is absent, and due to the 

constant shelling it is not possible to restore it; 

− the on-site radiation situation is within the standard limits; 

− the personnel continue implementing measures to eliminate the consequences 

of the hostilities and maintain the operability of the nuclear installation 

equipment. 

• NRC KIPT reminds that as a result of the shelling of the NSI “Neutron Source”, the 

external power supply system, the air conditioning system of the cooling system of 

the klystron gallery of the linear electron accelerator and the building (the nuclear 

plant itself, as well as the pump room and cooling towers, the isotope laboratory) 

have already been damaged. The probability of new damage to NS  “Neutron 

Source”, which can directly affect the state of nuclear and radiation safety, remains 

high due to constant shelling by Russian troops. 

War in Ukraine 

• The  eightieth day of the resistance of Ukraine to the Russian military invasion 

continues. 

• The Ministry of Defense of Ukraine informs that the Russian Federation continues its 

offensive operations in the Eastern Operational Zone. The aggressor fires all along 



 

the line of contact and deeper behind the line of defence of our troops. The occupiers 

remain most active on the Slobozhanshchyna and Donetsk axes. The threat of missile 

and bomb strikes on military and civilian facilities in Ukraine persists. 

• On the territory of the Gomel oblast (Belarus), demining works were noted in the 

areas where the units of the Russian Federation were based. 

• Kharkiv axis: the Russians focused their efforts on holding the positions taken, 

controlling supply routes on the roads to the North and East of the city of Kharkiv, as 

well as preventing the advance of our troops towards the state border. 

• The Ukrainian Armed Forces have launched a counter-offensive at the Izyum 

direction, - head of the Kharkiv Regional Military Administration Oleg Synegubov. 

Details: Izyum direction is important for the Russia in order to further encircle our 

troops and attack Sloviansk and Kramatorsk. But the enemy's plan will fail as the 

Ukrainian Armed Forces show the occupants who is the boss here, - said Synegubov. 

• Donetsk axis: the adversary’s group focuses its main efforts on preparation for 

offensive operations towards of the residential areas of Severodonetsk, Soledar, and 

Bakhmut, resupplies and regroups its units. Up to two battalion tactical groups were 

relocated on this axis. The enemy is conducting assault operations along the line of 

contact with the support of aircraft and artillery, has partial success in the vicinity of 

Avdiyivka. 

• In Mariupol, the enemy continues to blockade Ukrainian units near the Azovstal plant. 

Inflicts massive artillery and air strikes, conducts assault operations. Families of 

Mariupol Defenders turned to Chinese leader Xi Jinping asking him to become an 

intermediary in negotiations with putin for extraction of our Heroes to Turkey. "Our 

Warriors have already been to hell. Let them see the sun", - their families say. 

• Zaporizhzhia axis: the adversary focused its main efforts on artillery shelling of 

Ukrainain positions. 

• Pivdennyi Buh axis: no significant changes. The aggressor focuses its main efforts on 

holding the frontiers taken, conducting reconnaissance, replenishing ammunition and 

fuel and lubricants, engineering development of positions, and carrying out artillery 

shelling of our troops’ positions. 

• In the Transnistrian region of the Republic of Moldova, armed groups have been 

switched to their daily duties. At the same time, units of the operational group of 

Russian troops continue to be on high alert. 

• Warships of the Black Sea fleet of the Russian Federation in the Black and Azov Seas 

operate to isolate the area of combat, conduct reconnaissance, and provide fire 

support on the coastal axis. 

• The enemy attempts to build-up its military presence on the Zmiyinyi island, 

reinforcing its air defence system. 

• Russian troops continue to deliberately destroy Ukraine’s civilian infrastructure by 

launching missile and bomb strikes and artillery shelling of residential areas in 

Donetsk, Odesa, Luhansk, and Kharkiv oblasts. 

• In the temporarily occupied territories of eastern and southern Ukraine, the adversary 

attempts to involve Ukrainian citizens in working at the occupiers’ institutions and 

illegal law enforcement agencies, violating their rights and freedoms. 

• Russia fills the Black Sea with missile ships. Details: According to Ukrainian 

journalists, excluding anti-submarine ships, minesweepers, reconnaissance ships and 



 

vessels of the auxiliary fleet, the following can now be at sea: all three frigates of 

project 11356P Burevestnik, all four small missile ships of project 21631 Buyan-M, 

two missile 1241 “Burevestnik” and one BDK project 1171 “Tapir”. Apart from the 

large landing craft, all of these ships carry missiles. 

• UN reports: Over 6 million people left Ukraine Details: The majority of the refugees 

ended up going to EU, crossing borders with Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, and 

Romania. Over 8 million were forced to evacuate within Ukraine. 

• Lyudmila Denisova, Ukrainian ombudsman: - In the 2 month of the blockade no 

humanitarian convoy with food from Ukraine or international organizations has 

reached the city. Denisova spoke about a large-scale hunger situation taking place in 

the besieged Mariupol. “Almost 170 thousand people in Mariupol are suffering from 

hunger. There is categorically not enough food. Meanwhile, the occupiers are 

bragging about delivering and giving out almost 3.5 thousand food packages and 

providing hot meals to 9 thousand people. This number makes up for 6.5 % of the 

city's current population”, emphasized Denisova. 

• People are fleeing occupied Kherson region. Details: On the night of May 13th, 946 

people arrived from the occupied areas of Kherson region. Another 436 arrived during 

the day, over 400 came in passing, said Olensander Vilkul, head of Kryvyi Rih military 

administration. 

School in Kharkiv subway 

Details: Military realities are changing the everyday life of Ukrainians. Lessons are 

held daily at three stations of t he Kharkiv metro. 
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